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English



Task 1 part 1 – Reading

This week you will be reading article about the environment. 







Quiz
1 Why does life on Earth need trees? 
(A) because trees make oxygen (B) because trees need sunlight (C) because trees 

help tourism (D) because trees keep us safe
2 How do droughts affect forest fires? 
(A) Droughts help forest fires slow down. (B) Droughts make forest fires smaller. (C) 
Droughts help forest fires end quickly. (D) Droughts make forest fires worse.
3 Read the selection from the section "Both Nature And Humans Can Hurt 
Forests."
Cutting down forests is also harmful to the native people who live in or near 
forests. Many of these people rely on the forest. They need it for food and shelter.

What does the phrase "rely on" mean? (A) live on top of (B) tear down (C) depend 
upon (D) come from
4 Read the following selection from the introduction [paragraphs 1-4].
Trees face a number of threats such as pests. One serious pest is the mountain 
pine beetle. It has destroyed many square miles of forest.

Which word could replace "threats" WITHOUT changing the meaning of the 
sentence? (A) diseases (B) dangers (C) battles (D) animal



Task 2- Writing

This week we are going to write a letter to the government persuading them to protect our 
forests. Plan your letter:

Address- who are you sending to.

Greeting- Dear sir or madam or to Who it may concern

Introduction-Who are you? What are you writing about and why?

Main point one- What is the problem cutting down forests?

Main point two- What should the government do? Why do you want the government to do 
this?
Conclusion- What do you want to happen next? Do you want to be contacted back? What 
do you hope will be the result of protecting our forests?

Sign off- Yours faithfully……



Task 3-Writing

Using your plan, write a letter trying to persuade the government or council to protect 
woodland areas Include year 5 GPS features.

Features

Parenthesis – brackets, dashes and commas

Subjunctive form – if, I hope, I wish

Modal verbs for possibility- would, could, should, will and may

Modal adverbs for possibility- certainly, definitely and surely

A colon – to introduce a list

First person

Persuasive language- Furthermore, certainly, for example, 
finally



Task 4- Spelling and GPS

Complete this sentence.
If I work hard, ___________________________________.

Insert the comma in the correct place to show the fronted adverbial. 
Throughout the film my sister talked on her phone.

Underline the expanded noun phrase in this sentence. 
I kicked my favourite green football over the fence. 

Circle the correct verb in each sentence.
I was/were walking down the street. We was/were collecting shells on the beach. They 

was/were eating popcorn. 

What is the name of the punctuation mark in this sentence? 
The dragon (who lived on mountain) scared the whole village.



Task 4- Spelling and GPS

Practise each word 5 times (look, say, cover write and check). 
Choose two and write their definitions.  Choose two to write in sentences.

sacrifice 

secretary 

shoulder 

signature 

sincere/sincerely 

soldier 

stomach 

sufficient 

suggest 

symbol



Maths



Task 1- Area

The area of the shape is the space inside the shape or how much space it takes up. 

Area is displayed by the unit of measure squared, like this:  cm² 

Length x width= area

Estimate the area of objects around your house then go round and measure them to 

work out the area.

Object prediction Actual area



Task 2- Area.

What would be the area of these rectangles

1)4cm long, 5cm wide

2) 6cm wide, 9cm long

3) 15cm long, 10cm wide

4) 9cm wide, 7cm long

5)32m wide, 6m long

6)201cm wide, 14cm long

Challenge: 124m long, 1231cm wide



Task 3- Perimeter- No ruler needed



Task 4- Dividing with remainders 



Curriculum 

(Geography)



Task- Look at a WW2 era map and compare it to a map of today. Try to identify 

changes in the human geography after WW2. 





What new housing estates are there?

Have the roads changed (red, yellow and green 
lines)?

Have the railways changed (black lines)?

What has remained the same?



Science



Task 1 – Life cycles





Use the data from the last slide to complete a bar chart to 
compare the gestation time of different mammals.

Your x axis must be the animals, the y axis the length of 
gestation.

Extension- research 3 other mammals to put on your bar 
chart.


